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I N T ROD U C T ION

Prior to the declaration of a protectorate in
1895 over much of what is now Kenya, there existed
dual economyo In the interior the economy was
subsistence while at the coast it was slave economyo
British imperialism merged the dual economy into

1one - monotized economyo

Imperialism is a belief in the value of
colonieso It is the policy of extending a country's
empire and influenceo This policy was pursued bV
the British for various reasons viz. to provide
market for their surplus goods, provide sources of

~.

raw-materials,provideareas of investment for their
capital, toea5e population pressure 8nd last but
not least for prestigee

Pursuant to this policy Britain acquired
8 territory in East Africa Protecterate later to be
named Kenya. Imperialism was logically followed
bV capitalism which entails an economic system in
which a country's trade and industry are organised
and controlled by owners of capitalo

To facilitate imperialism in Kenya, the imp-
erial government built a railway from the coast to
the interioro The railway reached Kisumu in 1901
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Then the colonial government, with the oqui~8c~nc2
of the imperial government, invited settlers into
~~enyao The settlers were to develop agricultural
industry and hence there arose a need for land and

2labouro As for land the imperiol government with
the aid of colonial administration enacted various
legislations to vall-date the alienation of Africans
land 0 The land so alienated was the best agricul tu 1',:1

1 and 0 b ta i Ni'C\~ in I~enya 0 Th is rend ere d a con sid era b 1e

number of Africans landless and others owners of
poorer tracts of land which in the long run they hod
to abandon due to population pressure, soil erosion
and colonial administration legal pressures to drive
Africans out of the reserves to undertake wage labour
On European plantations which had started in earnest
by 19030

From the foregoing, we shall therefore
argue in the case of Kenya that imperialism gave birth

3to a distinct class societyo Henceforth there was
}he landed gentry with capital and African labour·
to develop a c~pitalist economy, then there were two
groups of Africans - one completely landless and the
other owner of poorer tracts of land in the reserves-
the proletariat and the peasantso There was a third
group - the Asian petty commercialbourgeoisiG - whose
members undertook commerce, some worked for the
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Europeans in plantations and Dome in thc Railwayo
This third group had corne to build the Uganda rail-

4way and had decided to stayo
The completely landless Africans were left

with no alternative save to sell their labouro This
group for want of better word shall be labelled the
proletariat05 The labour they undertook was surplus
labour because it was over and above their subsistence
needso This surplus labour produced su~plus product
which was converted into surplus value and pocketted
by the owners of capital to augment their capitalo
This capital was never invested in Kenya. This
state of affairs was hardly surprising for the primi-
tive accumulation of capital could only succeed by
the exploitation of the African labour by paying very
low wages and offering poor conditions of work.

The Africans did not take it kindlyo Apart
from the low wages and deplorable conditions of work
their land had been alienated. This led to the
politicization of the Africans who had taken employ-
ment in urban centres. That they were politicised
manifested itself in the formation of political partieso
In 1921 Harry Thuku,a treasury telephone operator
in Nairobi, formed the young Kik~yu Association at
a time' when the burning issues were forced labour,
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the abolition of the iKipBnde1 and a reduction in
wages. Later in the same year the people of Nyanza
formed the Kavirondo Association, these political
movements showed that the Africans had realised the
need for concerted action as a means of improving
the economic lot of their people. The colonial
administration realised the implications of the
political movements and undertook to pre-empt the
same before they gained nationalistic outlook. In
1922 the Young Kikuyu Association which had changed
its name to East Africa Association and still under
Thuku, was the first to be banned and Thuku deported.
However, thismerely drove the movement underground.
Next was the Kavirondo Association. By giving the
example of what happened to the Young Kikuvu Associ-
ation under Thuku, the colonial administration was
able to 'compel' the Kavirondos to form an associa-
tion with completely non-political aims, thUG
emerged the Kavirondo Taxpayers Welfare Association,
which replaced the Kavirondo Association.

SenEUng poli tical co nc i.cu ane se among the workers
the colonial administration encouraged the formation
of Staff Associations henceforth. This was not a new
policy, however. Soon after the first imperialis t
warthe Europeans, Indians and Africans staff of the
government and the railway had formed similar
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associations at the instigation of tile colonial
edministration. However, from 1922 the policy was
pursued with much keeness for fear that trade unions
might be borne in Kenya. Thus the workers in
Kenya formed organisations built on the baeis of
the various industries. These were the forerunners
of the present day trade unions.

Despite the colonial administration's
hostilitv to the formation of trade unions pressure
from both internal and external sources as reflected
and applied through I.L.O. and its conventions in
Geneva made changes to occur in colonial labour policy.
This was because Britain was a signatory to these
conventions. This made her have a sense of interna-
tional legal obligation to try and implBment these
conventions in her colonies06 In this respect,
the Labour Party's prominence in British polU1cB
between 1924 and 1930 merit special mention. The
Buccessive labour government's enCouraged greatly
the organisations in the colonies. In 1930 the
Labour government regarded the development of Labour
Unions in the Colonies as B natural consequence of
social and economic progress, and that the unions
were the only desirable method of protecting the
colonial labour force from the excessive demands

.
of the colonial employers. In 1940 Parliament in
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Britain passed the Colonial Development and
Welfare Act. The Act provided that before any
economic aid would be granted to any dependency,
the secretary of state must be satisfied that the
dependency provided reasonable facilities for the
activities of the trade Unionso In 1941, the
Colonial Office prepared model trade union ordinances
and circulated them to colonieso The models provi-
ded for the registration of 'bona-fide' unions
and included provisions for their immunity from
actions' arising from their lawful industrial acts
as well as providing for the machinery for the

7regulation of the settlement of labour disputeso
in

The colonial administrationA~enya was adama-
ntly recalictrant in its attempts to l:arry out this
policy the result was that the law was accepted as
a matter of form only. However, on the basis

8of the 1937 trade union ordinance, enacted that
year, the first trade union of East Africa under
the leadership of Markhan Singh was registered in

Right from the start of registered trade
unions in 1937, the colonial administration chose
to antagonise the unionso The government's hostility
to the unions was based on the belief that theYooo/7
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meant riots and communism. The 1937 Urdinanc8
itself was a restrictive piece of legislstion to
the extent that it required compulsory registration
of the unions as opposed to the voluntary practice
in Britain. The 1937 Ordinance was amended by the
Trade Union (Amendment) ordinance 1940.9 The 1940
amendment restricted the scope of trade union
activities to limited range of economic objectives,
especially those embraced within the narrowest
definition of 'employment'. In 1943 the Trade Union
and Trade Disputes Ordinance enacted. 10 Thiswas
Ordinance repealed the Trade Union Ordinance 1937,
as amended by the Trade Unions (Amendment) Ordina-
nce 194[1. To the extent that the 194-3 Ordinance
incorporated the provisions of the 1937 Ordinance
as amended in 1940, i -(;can be argued that the
Ordinance was also restrictive. In 1950 the
Essential services (Arbitration) Ordinance was

. d 11enac-r;e• This Ordinance provided for compUlsory
arbitration in Water, Electricity, Health, Hospital,
Sanitary and Transport Services. It is submitted
that this Ordinance excluded from the purview of
free collective bargaining the services where most
of the workers were engaged. To that extent the two
sides of industry could not obtain an equilibrium,
since the colonial administration would henceforth

o.ooo/B
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influence the agreemerts through the set machinery.
It is significant that this Ordinance also outlawed
strikes and lock-outs in sssential services. Last
but not least in 1952, the trade Unions Ordinance

12was enacted. This Ordinance repealed the Trade
Union and Trade Disputes Ordinance 1943. The 1952
Ordinance marked the highest stage in the drama of
conflict between the colonial administration and the
trade Unions.

From the foregoing synopsis of the legal con-
straints, we shall argue that if the'rBison d'etre'
of trade union movement is collective bargaining,
which is orthodoxly conceived as a process whereby
employers and trade unions establish employment
standards through the free play of bargaining strengths,
with ultimate recourse to strikes and lockouts barr-
ing the intervention of the state, third parties,
or the law,13 then there was no collective bargai-
ning in the colonial era. But even after softening
a bit and allowing for departures from the orthodox
conception on the grounds that in underdeveloped
economies departures are inevitable, we shall still
hold that there is irreduceable minima below which
departures may not depart, except at the risk of
stultifying the concept. To us this irreduceable
minima constitute the core of collective bargaining.

"0•• 0/9



In any such list of the minima we would include,
one, the right to stricke, two, a strong workers
organisation, and three a limitation of state
intervention to the task of setting minimums e.g.

14
in the case of wages, and not maximum. To
the extent that trade union legislation in the colo-

era
nial / robbed the unions of this irreduceable

minima, as the analysis of legalconotraints shall
show, collective bargaining was robbed of its
meaning.

Though the legal constraints emasculated the
unions during this era, they did their best if and
when opportunity presented itself to improve the
wages and conditions of work for their members.
By the '50~~ when all political parties were banned
due to the 'Mau-Mau' rpbellion, the then existing
trade unions movements under the umbrella of the
Kenya Federation of Labour filled the vacuum left

bV the political parties and voiced the African
grievances political and economic alike. Thus when

independence came, the trade unions contemplated a
situation whereby the legal constraints on the 'path
of their objectives witnessed in the colonial era
would be repealed and thereby have the freedom to
undertake collective bargaining as orthodoxly

conceived. In this the ·trade unions have been dis-
appointed. .000/10
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p~i.tical independence entailed neo-colonia-
lism. In common parlance, neD-colonialism means the
continuing influence of the former colonial power
sometimes political but often socio-political, which
effectively undermines the political independence of
the new state.lS What is absolutely central to neo-
colonialism is the formation of classes, or strata.
Within a colony, which are closely allied to and
dependent on foreign capital, and which form the
real basis of support for the regime which succeeds
the colonial administration.16 In Kenya the
conditions for neD-colonialism existed at indepe-
ndence, indeed they were more or less carefully
prepared in the years prior to independence. At
independence and as of now, three distinct classes
are obtain\~9 in Kenya vizo the elites, the workers

17and the peasants. The imperial government
handed the reigns of power to the elites who were
and still are interested in maintaining the status-
quo. When therefore the workers or organised labour
during the infancy of independence started vehement
agitation for a fair share of surplus value in the
form of high wages and better working conditions, the
elites saw in this group a force which would bring
the government down. Hence the politics of indepe-
ndent Kenya have been characterised b~ a struggle

000 .•/11
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b~tween the elite and organised labouro Accordingly,

the unions were potrayed as selfish, shortsighted

organisations devoted to grasping higher wages and

better working conditions for their already privi-

leged members, without regard for public interest

in economic development, social justice and political

stabilityo The political class thus arrogated unto

itself the right to control union activityo18 To

this end, therefore, several legislations have been

enactedo The Trade Union Act 1967,19 for one, while

purporting to grant certain privileges and immunities

to registered trade unions confines permissible

union activities to very limited range of economic

objectives, specifically those which are embraced

within the narrowest definition of 'employment! The

Trade Disputes Act 1965,20 for another, is so res-

trictive in its approach to dispute settlemento

The Act sets the industrial court whose decision is

binding on the partieso The court itself has to

abide by wage guidelines published by the Ministry

of Economic Planningo Last but not least the Act

outlaws the unions only potent weapon in the last

resort-Strike-unless under certain extreme conditionso

However, the death knell on strikes was the 1974

Presidential decree outlawing strike in the republic
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From the foregoing synopsis oT the legal

constraints in the independence era~ We shall

argue that collective bargaining as orthodoxly

conceived does not occur in Kenyao Equally collec-

tive bargaining as conceived after allowing departures

in the interest of the dynamics of our political

system is unobtainable in Kenya so long 8S the ire-

duceable minima which constitute the core of collec-

tive bargaining has been taken away by legislationso

It is with the foregoing in mind that we put

forward the hypothesis of this study that the impact

of trade union legislations have been such as to

render collective bargaining non-existent in the pre

and [10 sc i nc1.[';;:'1nunnc e KcnV20 If co 11!1[' t i VG bar ne Ln t nq

C)d_f:;i;~:d o r 8,<iStS today, then we submit that it is in

form rather than substanceo
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C HAP T E R I

Proceeding from the Marxist analysis of the
stages of social development viz. communalism, slav-
ery, feudalism, and communism with an observation
that socialism is a transitional stage prior to com-
munism,l we shall argue in the case of Kenya that
the pre-colonial era in the interior was still at
the stage of communalism, while the coastal region
under the sultan of Zanzibar was still at the stage

2of slavery.
In the slave economy of the coastal region

the labour relations obtain&~~ was initially non-
contractual, in that the slave owners never undertook
a contract to remunerate the slaves for their
services rendered. Thus the labour of the slaves
were appropriated and in Marxist-Leninist parlance
such labour is termed surplus labour. It io surplus
labour because it is not necessary for the slaves
subsistence, the surplus labour realised surplus~
product which was converted into surplus value and
pocketted by the slave owners. This property relat-
ions was predominant in the coast and is a clear
evidence of the existence of a class of landlords and
slave - owners on the one hand and slaves on the
other hand. However, it was not so widespread all
over the coasto In fact it covered only the area
which was under the control of the Sultan of Zanzibar-
the 10 miles coastal strip. .00./14
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This state of labour relations was brought
to an end gradually following the Sultan's declara-
tion of the 1890 slave decree, which decree was
later translated into a legal status by the Slavery
Ordinance of 1907. This Ordinance abolished slave
trade and slavery in the Sultans territory. The
impact of the 1907 Ordinance on labour relations
was significant to the extent that henceforth the
former slave owners had to remunerate the freed slaves
for the services rendered. In effect there emerged
a master-servant relationship in which money waS used
to pay wages. This then formed the first ever ~ont*oct
of personal service in KenYa even though of a rudi-
mentary form.

The new form of labour relations did not,
however operate wholly in that form. While some
Arabs paid their servants in monetary form, others
reverted to giving tenancies of land in return for
services rendered. That being the case, we shall
thetefore argue that the coastal strip was' in a
transitional pGriod between feudalism and capitalism

with the demise of slave economy. Feudalism because
th~ granting of tenancies of land in return for services
rendered resembled that of 16th century feuadal era
in England in'which the feudal-lords granted serfs

.0./15
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possession of land in return for services rendered.
Capitalism because the surplus labour which servants
undertook realized surplus value after the sale of
surplus products. The difference between the total
surplus value and the cost of production was pocketted
by the Arab Masters.

Be that as it may, there was hardly any le9i-
slat ion to regulate the labour relations obtain ing
in this region. We shall therefore argue that custom
and usage of the parties in their trade or calling
regulated the labour relations in the coastal region.

In the interior, on the other hand, the society
was at the stage of communalism - to use Marx's
analysis of stages of social development. At this
stage the economy was .y and large aut-s La t enc e , The
society was concerned with the production of necessary
products. In Marxist's parlance the society undertook
necessary labour. There existed agricultural industry
among the agriculturalist, cattle rearing among the
normadic tribes and last but not least sculpturing
industry among the Kamba~ However, all these indu-
stries were in rudimentary form and such trade as
exist_ed among them was predominantly barter in which,
say, the Kamba exchanged their handicrafts for grains
with the agricultural tribe like the Kikuvu •

• 0. /16
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With regard to communal work, a clan or tribe could
be mobilized for, say, defence purposes or to build
a house for a fellow kinsman or cultivate his shamba
and even to work on such communal projects like
clearing of bush, digging a common well or bridging
a streamo Some societies were accustomed to exchange
of labour or labour in return for maintenance, but
there was no equivalent to cash earnings in the pre-
colonial era.3 It was not infrequent for elders to
enforce undertaking of labour, however, there was no
legislation in the form we have them today, to
regulate the communal labouro Custom and long standing
traditions of the society regulated the labour relations
Thus this was a form of African socialism in ~nicn

Pursuant to the imperialsit policy Britain
negotiated a treaty of protection with the sultan of
Zanzibar in 1890. This was followed by the declaration
of a Protectorate over much of the interior that is
now Kenya in 18950 The two episodes had fer reaching
consequences on the economic order of Kenya. The economy
of the coast and that of the interior was gradually
merged into_one capitalist economy. The capitalist
economy was logically followed by the introduction of
English legal institutions and as labour law and rel-
ations is an aspect of this legal system, we shall

0000/17
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argue that it was borne against this background.

Capitalist economy introduced by the British
empire builders was characterised by appropriation
of surplus labour. The first group of people on whom
it squarely operated were the Asian Coolies. The
coolies had been coopted by the imperial government
to build a railway, to facilitate the exploitation of
the resources in the interior, because the African
population at hand was 1arge11y dependent upon and
content with subsistence economy and so reluctant to
adapt themselves to the new economic order of cash
wage. The employment of the coolies marked the first
time in the history of the East African Protectorate
in which urganised labour relations was established
on a contractual basis with rights created and duties
imposed between the employers and the workers. This
state of affairs in~vitably gave birth to industrial
disputes. The disputes were contested in the courts
of the protectorate and the judicial decisions which
followed formed the first ever case law on industrial
relations in Kenya. This body of case law was later
to form judicial precedence on industrial relations
in this_country. Such case law is exemplified by
POSTWALLER v. SECRETARY OF STATE~ in which an Indian
employee of the railway was dismissed by the chief

••.0./18
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IVi:. ~llY v'
I A.RY

engineer for alleged misconductQ In reaching the
decision to dismiss, the chief engineer had investig-
ated his conduct and had also acted as the sole judge.
~n the ensuing suit claiming wrOngful dismissal, it
was held that the dismissal was repugnant to natu-
ral justice and unlawful to the extent that the
chief engineer should investigate the misconduct
of the employee and proceed to sit as a sole judge.

The employee was awarded damages, the cost of his
return voyage to India, 3 months pay in lieu of
notice and payment of salary up to the day he
received the dismissal notice.

Having built the railway which opened the
hinterland, the imperial government embarked on a
policy of inviting settlers to undertake agricultural
industry. They rationalised this policy by arguing
that only in this way could the railway pay its cost
wi th the transport ation of fre ight5

0 T his po 1icy
entailed the demand for labour. The Asian Coolies
were the first in mind but having regard to the
8xperiences of problems which coolies had engendered,

the idea was dropped. The alternative was to coopt
the Africans into wage economy. Since the Africans
were reluctant to adopt themselves to the new economic
order, the colonial administration conspired with the

0 •• /19
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settlers with the acquieGDncc of the imperial govern-
ment to generate the badly needed labour by various
institutional pressures which amounted to nco~-
pulsion"to drive able-bodied men from the reserves to
the settlers plantations. The colonial government's
labour policy was outlined unequivocally by the
then Governor of Kenya Sir Belfield thus:

'I am prepared to make the natives useful
citizens and we consider the best means of
doing this is to induce him to work for a
period of his life for the European. We
further desire by humane and properly
regulated pressure within the reserves to
induce natives to go out and work either
as individuals or as residents with the
families in occupied farms.'6
Pursuant to the foregoing policy, several

measures were adopted to 'compel' the Africans to
undertake wage labour featuring prominently among
them were: land alienation, taxation, forced
labour, native resident labour and· penal sanctions.
Land alienation: Basically this policy entailed the
appropriation of African land 'and vesting the same
in the crown, which in turn vested it with the in-
corr.ingEuropean Settlers. Only the best agricultural
land was appropriated. Towards this end, various le-
gislations were enacted. 7The 1897 Land Regulations
empowered the Commissioner of East Africa Pro tecto-
rate to offer certificates of occupancy valid for

00 •• /20
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99 yearso The 1898 East Africa order in council
defined crown lands as meaning 'all public lands
which are subject to the control of his majesty,8
and empowered the Commissioner to make grants
or leases of any crown lands on such terms as he
may think fit, subject to any direction of the
Secretary of State for Colonieso In 1902, the
Commissioner promulgated the Crown lands Ordinance,9
which Ordinance introduced the principle that the
ownership of interests in land was dependent upon
the development and gave a residual power to public
authorities to enforce ito This ordinance limited
recognition of African rights in land to that of
actual occupancyo Any possible doubts as to the
extent of the power of the crown to alienate land
was finally set to rest by the passing of 1915

10Crown Lands Ordinanceo The effect of the 1915
Ordinance was outlined in the case of WAINAINA VO

11MURITO, where Barth, J. held that the effect of the
1915 Crown Lands Ordinance and the two orders in
council which converted a Protectorate into a Colony
was to take away all the native rights in Land, vest
all the land in the crown, and leave Africans as
tenants at will of the crown in the land actually
occupiedo This judgment was followed in KAHAHU VO

AoGo12
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The direct effect of these Orjinances and
regulations was to make Africans landless or occu-
piers of poorer tracts of lando This in turn led to
the disruption of self-sufficiency of Africans subsi-
stence economy thus making it easy to drive the
impo verished African population into employment

on the settlers farms for wage labouro Therefore
we shall argue that land alienation was one of the ways
by which the colonial labour policy was effectedo

Taxation: The colonial 8dministrators argued that
if Africans were not compelled to work by law, they
should be indirectly forced by law through taxationo
Taxation was to be paid in money form and this
inevitably forced the Africans to undertake wage labour
in order to fulfill their political obligation -
taxeso The legal basis of taxation policy in Kenya
was the 1901 Hut Tax Regulations13 which was trans-
lated into the Hut Tax and Poll Tax Ordinance of 1910014

The 1910 Ordinance imposed liability on the natives
to pay eithr Poll tax or Hut taxo This law waG
discriminatory insofar as it applied only to the
Africans and evidences the fact that it was aimed at
generating African labour.

Forced Labour: The chiefs and the elders were the
vehicles through which the forced labour policy was
effectedo They were required to exercise their·

&0 •• /22
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traditional powers of levying a labour tribute and
supply the needed labour to the administration and
the settler's plantations. An appropriate legislation
was brought into effect to legalise forced labour -
the East Africa Protectorate Native Authority Ordinance

151917. This Ordinance empowered the native chiefs
and headmen to order "natives residing within the
limits of their jurisdiction to offer themselves as
able bodied men to work in maintaining work of any
public nature constructed or to be constructed or
maintained for the benefit of the community provided
that no persons were required to or ordered to work
for more than thirty days in anyone yearo"16 This
labour was to be undertaken without any remuneration
at all. We shall therefore argue that it was an
indirect way of forcing able-bodied natives to seek
wage labour in the settler plantations or colonial
administration.

The recruitment of labour was chaotic, hence
in 1926, the Kenya employment of Natives Ordinance17

was enacted. The ordinance was aimed at regulating
and legalizing recruitment. However, the law did
not work as smoothly as was contemplated.

Native Resident Labourers alias sguatters:
In Kenya, the land alienation measures had

given rise to pockets of 'native squatters'. In 1918
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the Resident Native Ordinancel8 was enacted to allow
the native family to reside on a European farm in co-
nsideration of an undertaking by the head of the
family and any male member of the family who was of
the apparent age of sixteen years or over to work
for the settler for a period of not less than one
hundred and eighty days in anyone year. The native
family had right to their crops planted on a plot
designed to it, or payment of compensation in lieu
thereof in case of disturbance. The preamble to
the ordinance declared that it was desirable to
encourage resident native labour on farms and to
take measures for the regulation of squatt.ing or
living of natives in places other than those
appointed for them by·.the government. The squatter
system could not produce the expected flow of
labour. A family consisted of 'an able bodied
native male together with his wife or wives and
children if any' the viability of the system depe-
nded nn the amount of labour a family could provide.
ToD many families on a farm would mean ruinous encro-
achment on land much wanted for European farming.

, :'1iFand e' Sy stem : Altho ugh pre ssur eon chi efsan d
other traditional authorities had made all male pop-
ulatiun to offer themselves for wage labour, and also
various institutional pressures amounting to compulsion

• e 0 / 2L~
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had generatesd labour, large numbers ran away due to
low wages and deplorable working conditions. To c~re
the desertion the Native Registration Ordinance of

1°1921 J was enacted. The Ordinance compelled under
a penalty of a month's imprisonment or a Shs.20/=
fine every adult African male to carryon his person
a dCssier (Kipande) bearing personal detailed part i-
culars of his employment history.

The t:aster and Servants Ordinance:

The foregoing measures having driven Africans
out of the reserves to undertake employment in pla-
ntations and government administration, there was
need to develop laws which would regulate the con-
tractual relations sn created. To this end the
Masters and Servants Ordinance 191020 was enacted.
Apart from prescribnng rights and duties of the
parties, this law introduced penal sanctions to
enforce contractual breaches, to the extent that the
law of Masters and Servants provided for enfoTce-
ment of contracts of personal service by penal
sanctions, it diverted from the common law position.
At common law, the employers remedy lav in a civil
suit. The policy behind the penal sanctions was
clea~ly to maintain a stable and efficient labour
force.

F~om the foregoing discussion it is safe to
••••/25
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draw the conclusion that the establishment of the.
colonial labour system was achieved bV 'compulsion'
through the force of law. In so doing the African
dignity was bV and large lowered bV subjecting
them to deplorable working conditions and exceedingly
low wages as chapter two shall show.
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£"larxwrote:
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ations, which are independent of their
will, namely relations of production
appropriate to a given stage in the de-
velopment of their material forces of
production. The totality of these
relations of production constitute the
economic foundations on which arises a
legal and political superstructure and
which correspond definite .forms of
social conciousness •••••• At a
certain stage of development, the material
productive forces of society come into
conflict with the existing relations of
production or - this expresses the same
thing in legal terms - with the property
relations within the framework of which
the V operated hitherto. From forms of
development of productive forces these
relations of production turn into fetters.
Then begins an era of socialist
revolution, the changes in the 2conomic
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transformation of the whole immense
superstructure.
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,C HAP T E R 2:

Fallowing the alienation of large tracts of
the most agriculturally viable African land and the
subsequent establishment of the labour system by
forc8 of law, various industries were set up in
Kenya, the industries arbsorbed Europeans, Asians
and Africans. However, from the very out-set racial
discrimination characterised the labour relations.
Only Europeans and Asians, for instance, could be
employed as Managers of the settlers plantation.
But even though an Indian could be employed as a
Manager, a European Manager earned more salary than

his Indian counterpart though the two did the same
1jobo- In a nutshell Europeans were treated as first

class homo-sapiens. Indians as second class and
Africans as third class.

Be that as it may, it was however, the Africans
who were the hardest hit by the disc rimination espe-
cially in the plantation industry. They were subjected
to inhuman conditions af work, low wages and the
employers attitude generally was such as to suggest
that they were an inferior race. The African wages
was hardly enough to cover bare minimum of subsistence.

•••/27
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In fact payment of wages was based on what the emplo-
yer thought was enough for Africans and was based on
the assumption that the standard of living of Africans
was vary low. The cost of living was set on the very
basic minimum and to crown it all the pay was not
even ~regularo In many cases a farmer would wait
until few days to pay day and then dismiss his staff
without payment. When the prospects of the season

because of having lost a great part of the harvesto

was bleak, farmers were very obstinate with their
workers. It is recorded that in certain instances

~they refused to pay their workers for may months

In this way the victim of th8 bad season was not the
farmer himself but the Africans who worked for him.2
Desrite all these injustices the African could not

mlawfully question th~(injustices suffersd at the hands
of the settlers ~s there was no way by which they could
channel their grievances to the government. But even
if there was there could not have been any drastic
change as the employers were supported by the qovern-
ment of the day in their exploitation of the African
labour.

The conditions of work were deplorable especially
in the plantations. Many employers did not believe
that money spent in betterment of conditions could be
repaid in productivity. The Africans were employed

0 •• /28
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at an average of one rupee a month, ~hroughout the
period of his employment the normal diet offered
by employers was two pounds of maize (posho) and
a little salt. Dne result was that estate employees
suffered from scurvy if green vegetables was not
available. For accomodation, they were provided with
a bed-space hut and except for squatters labourers
were not supposed to bring their women folk along
with them.3 If he happened to be a new recruit
he performed 10 hours of work depending on the mood
Of the employer. At times the piece of work Diven
was more than humanly possible and failure to
finish his .piece of work was not counted as a full
day's work to warrant a full day's pay. ThUG all
evidence was to the effect that the conditions for
the African labourer was deplorable

The prevailing state of affairs was recognised
through the legislation which laid down minimum
conditions concerning housing, fond and proper medi-
cal services. This was the Masters andS ervants
Ordinance 1910,4 Section 24 to 32 of which ordinance
spelt out for 'masters' of their obligation to their
servants. According to the law they were to be

'properly housed' and given a supply of adequate medicine.
The ordinance 8bsolved from medical liability where

the illness was caused by the neglect or the default
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of the servant. These obligations were, however,
left unenforced because of ·the u~illingness on
the part of the colonial administration to antago-
nise the employers and also due to inadequately
staffed inspectorates. The labour inspectorate
was unlikely to ameliorate the conditions of labour
because they leant on personal pursuasion rather
than legal enforcement as their purpose was only
to limit the abuses of the labour laws.

In 1942 Colin Maher summed up the first forty
years of 'civilization' in I~enya thus:

'The housing on the most farms consists of
thatched mud and wattle huts defici.Bnt in
light and often in bad repair, damp and rat
ridden .00. Better housing is not up for
African farm labourers (due to) the high expense
of doing especial~y where large r~um~er of
workers are employed for the production of
maize, coffee, sisal, pyrethrum and flax'o
'The average labourer,' he continued, 'on an
average farm is very poorly fed. His ration
consists of two pounds of maize meal, often
of poor quality, togerher with a small amount
of salt he rarely eats meat.'5

The attitude of the Europeans to Africans is
best ,illustrated by the following discourse between
an African Worker and a European la~, who happened
to Lome to a place of work and only to find the
African present:

'Good morning Madam' I said. when I spoke,
she turned round and asked. 'Is there anybody
here?,6

.0.0/30
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This attitude pervaded the entire employer-employee
relationship in the plantations and the colonial
administrations alikeo Apart from this the emplo-
yers had very considerable powers over employeeso
They often operated a system of fines for minor
offences which involved cutting a man1s monthly
wages. Many of the plantations were isolated and
therefore in most questions of disputes farmers
acted as prosecutor, judge and juryo The mechanism
of the law was of little use in these situations.
The majority of the Africans did not have the sophi-
stication to use the law courts; and in any case
there was no equity before the law.7 The foregoing
therefore, explain why the Africans and the Asians
were the ones to take~he lead in the struggle against
impprialism and demand the abolition of racial
discrimination.

Due to the need for a forum to channel the
workers grievances, there emerged staff Associations
in the various industries. These workers organisa-
tions were started in the Urban areas first because
thure was relatively high politicisation of the
workers in urban centres due to the ease of mixing
freely of workers of different tribes and to a
lesser extent races. The earliest Staff Associations

o 00/31
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were tho Railway European Surbordinate Staff AS80C-
iations and the Railway Indian Staff Associations.
In 1900, these two Associations in collaboration
with tho African Workers in the rail industry cham-
pioned a strike which started in Mombasa and spread
to other centres along the line. The immediate course
of the strike was the railway authorities announce-
ment of withdrawal of certain privileges previously
enjoyed by staff and considered as terms of service.
The railway authorities reacted bV the d!sQiesal of
the strike leaders and deportation of the same from
East AfricB. However, the authorities were forced
to settle the dispute by restoring most of the privi~

n'
Ul~ges they had announced as withdrawn. The success

of the strike was on the one hand to enhance the
morale of the workers and on the other hand to fri-
ghten the railway authorities. Further, the colonial
administration was also frightened. The colonial
ad~ini8trat10n and the railway authorities therefore
resolved not to allow a situation such as the 1901

to arise in future where trade union needs could
sprGad and be put into practice by a concerted action.
They decided on a new policy of divide and rule with
a view to averting the dangers of trade Unionism
gaining root in Kenya. In accordance with the new
policy the European employees began to be kept in a

.0./32
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pri~ileged position and made to feel that being
members of the ruling race it was their prime duty
to avoid situations similar to that of 1901 railway
strike. But despite this strategy there were other
strikes in the rail industry in 1902, 19GB, 1912

9and 1914. Meanwhile the first imperialist War
1914-18 set in and overshadowed events taking place
in the country.

Meanwhile in the workers arena the Europeans
formed 'Workers Federation of British East Africa',
while the Indians formed the 'Indians employees
Association'. However, both organisations lasted
only a few years. On the political arena on the
other hand the end of the war witnessed the formation
of 'ConVEntions of Ass~ciation' by the Europeans to
fight for the continuation of white mans rule and the
establishment of a settlers government in Ilenya.
The European C:onvention was also an employers' orga-
nisation to deal with the questions of labour wages.
The Indians also formed their organisation, 'The East
Africo National Congress' to fight for equal rights
on a basis of a common roll for all. In 1921 therefore,
partly inspired by these racial political organisa-
tiona and partly by the frustrating social milieu
of the early colonial era, the Africans formed the
Ynung Kikuyu Association.

••••/33.
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At this time the burning issues among Africans
were forced labour, the 'Kipande' and a threatened
reduction in wages to a thirdu The newly formed
Young Kikuyu Association sent a memorandum advising
the government of the day not to proceed with the
proposed reduction of AfricanSalari8s, to abolish
the 'Kipandei and to abolish forced labouro The
rise of this organisation and its agitation were a
new feature in Kenya. It frightened the colonial
administration so that when the Young Kikuyu Asso-
ciation changed its name to East Africa Association

with a membership open to all tribes, the colonial
administration apprehended that it would unify the
Africans into a formidable political movement. The
colonial administration waG even furth~r threatened
when later in 1921 the people of Nyanza formed the
Kavirond~ Association. The colonial administration
reacted by arresting the leader of Y~ng Kikuyu
Association Harry Thuku on 24th March, 1922. Thuku's
arrest sparked off a general strike in Nairobi in which
troops were used. Several Africans lost their lives
in the process. Thuku was subsequently deported and
the priod which follow~ witnessed intimidation and
repression, of Africans. The government banned the
East Africa Association but was still ~ced with
the Kavirondo Association. The colonial administration

0.0./34
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again embarked on the policy of divide and rule.

Pursuant to this pmicy, it was made known to the
Kavirondo Association that if they could operate at
tribal or provincial level the administration would
not interfere with it. With the advise of the
Mi68ionarv Archdgacon Owen the Kavirondo Association
changed its name to 'Kavirondo Welfare Tax Payers
Association' with non political aimso Meanwhile the
East Africa Association was continuing its activities
in secret. By banning it the coloniol administration
had merely driven the movement underground. The colonial
administration gotP5nicky about the activities Df this
group especially when its agitation among the squatters
in 1924 compelled the colonial secretary to disallow
the new Masters and Servants Ordinance 1924.1C The
Ordinance provided that residence and work of the
squatters would be regulated not only by the Resident
Native Ordinance, 191811 but also by the Masters and
Servants Ordinance which previously did not apply
to them. To avert the dangers of this group the Colonial
administration once again embarked on the policy of
divide and ruleo Through the good offices of the
Deputy Native Commissioner the Kikuyu were advised tQ
form an association along tribal lines or at rrovi-
ncial level." Consequent upon this advise the East
Africa Association changed its name to Kikuyu Central
Association. 0.0/35
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From the foregoing it is clear that internal
pressure occasioned by the frustrating social milieu
of this era was building up. However1 the coloni~l
labour policy in Kenya did not escape the liberal
and clerical circles in Britain. Open criticisms
and public demonstrations were occasioned by such
institutions as the anti-slavery and Aborigines
protection society, the Labour Party, the non-
Roman Churches, no@spapers and journals such as
'New Statesman' in Britain. These criticisms were
often based on first hand information relayed by
missionaries to the embarrasment of the colonial
administration which had promised to preach peace
and progress to the benefit of all races in the
Colonv_ In 1930 the Labour government in Britain
appointed a colonial office committee to consider a
basic formulation of colonial office labour policy.
As a result of these efforts the firot trade union
ordinance was passed in Kenya in lS37~2 In thQ
same year, the first trade union WEl.G registered in
Kenya - 'The Trade Union of East Africa' under
fVlarkhanSingh 0

Both the Asians and the Africans shared the
pain of their European masters and it was to be expectDd
that workers organisations were to be championed by
the two. However, the Asians unlike the~r African
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counterparts were educated, skilled and r81atlvely
experienced in formal organisation. They had the
advantage of working for a sing18 employer, the Uganda
railway. They spoke one main language, Gujarati and
looked at their common origin and common destiny in
a foreign country as a rallying point for effective
organisation to fight their source of frustration.
The African workers on the other hand were predomi-
nantly illiterateo They spoke different languages
worked for different employers scattered allover the
country and fell back to their tribal wombs for lead-
ership and direction against an external force.
Effective organisation at inter-tribal level waG
heavily hampered by communication barrier, the disad-
vantage of illiteracy and inhibitive regulotion of
the colonial government. In light of the foregoing
advantages of the Asian Community it was therefore not
suprising that the development of the first formal
trade union in I~enya should be championed by the
A. 13Slanso

Although both the Asians and Africans shared
the pain of their European masters, in practice, they
differed in details regarding their objectives in
attacking their employers and the colonial administrationo
While Asians mainly strove for social justice in the
realm of employment relationship, Africans struggled

0000/37
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for complete liberation of the entire African Society
for the benefit of the whole African populaceo Hence
in the initial stages, the Asian trade unionism
differed from their African counterpart in race, 8im

14and outlooko Later, the two raCBS worked hand in
hand for the betterment of working conditions and
increament of wages. Other than that the trade
unions under the umbrella of Kenya Federation of
Lacour fought for political emanci~ation during the
emergency period when political parties were banned.
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C HAP T E R 3.

The foregoing two chapters builds a case for
the emergence of Trade Unions and with them the
British practice of collective bargaining. Concomi-
tantlv, the foregoing chapters reveal the economic
structure in which collective bargaining was to operate.
AG a matter of passing reference we may sum up this
economic structure as an embryonic capitalism in which
the individual capitalists and the colonial administra-
tion worked hand in hand in the exploitation of
African Wage labour.

So stated we deem it fit to proceed to
discuss the impact of trade union legislations on
collective bargaining in the colonial era. To this

8end, we conceive tha~working definition of the concept
of collective bar~aining is a pre-requisite. In our
task, the contribution of eminent scholars in elucida-
ting the concept is hereby summoned.

In agreement with Beatric8 Webb, we state
that collective bargaining is an agreement concerning
pay and conditions of work settled between trade unionc
nn the one hand and employers o~ employers organisation
on the other hand. It is a negotiation in which emplo-

~
yees do not take part individually, and on their own

. 1behalf, but do 80 collectively through reprGsentatlvBs •
••0/39
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In aq rearnnn t wi th OttD f18hn-Freund, we state
that by collectively bargaining with organioGd labour,

etion, distribution etc., should not be f r-u st rat ed,»>

management seeks to ensure that the planning of produ~

through interruption of work- Gn the other hand
by collectively bargaining with management, organised
labour seeks to ensure th~t legitimate expGctations t
that wages and other conditions of work should be such
as to guarantee a stable and adequate form of 8xistBncG,

. 2
should not be frustrated. We submit that :~ahn-FrBund's
definition, though by no means exhaustive, indicates
that the principal interest of management in collective
bargaining has always been the maintenance of industrial
peace over a given area and periodo While the interests
of organised labour on the other hand has always been
the creation of certain standards over a given area
and period standards of distribution of work, of rewards
and of stability of emploveent.

In agreement with Joseph Shister' We state
that collective bargaining is, one evolutionary in

character, two, interacts with the socio-economic climat~.,
and three, though private, at. times involVEs public
interest and governmental I •• .)aCLlono

The foregoing definitions noted, we mav proceed
to make 8 summation that as is orthodoxlV conceived,
collective bargaining is a .process where employers and

oo ••/4'l:
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trade unions establish employment standards through
the free play of bargaining strengths, with ultimate
recourse to strikes and lockouts, barring the inter-
vention of third parties or the law.4

Departures from the orthodox conception will
be necessitated by the dynamics of a given political
system. We agree that in the context of underdevelopect
economies departure is almost inevitable but hasten to
add that there is irreducBable ~inim6 below which
departures may not depart, except at the risk of

stultifying the concept. This irreduC8acle minima
to us constitutes the core of collective bargainingo
In any such list of the minima we would include,
one, the right to strike, two, a strong workers'
oIganisation, and three a limitation uf state interve-
n tion tot heta s!~ 0 f s2 t tin g m 1.n irnum s e. g 0 in the caEj2

, . 5'of wages, no~ maXImums.
Our stand noted, we proceEd to argue that

insofar as the various trade union legislations in the
colonial era departed below the irreduceable minima,
to that extent was collective Largaining robbed of

substance. In all fairn8ss the concept was present
in form rather than substance during this period. With

this observation WD proceed to show the impact of th8
various legislations on collective bargaining empiric-
ally. .0.0/41
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Prior to the second world war, both the influ-
~ntial settler community and the colonial administra-
tion were agreed that conditions were not vet ripe for
the emergence of trade unions. The official policy
was therefore against development of workers organisa-
tions. This policy was based on the belief that
such organisations would be used for politic81
agitation. This explains why even after emergence of
trade unions later on legislations were geared towards
checking political trade unions. Notwithstanding the
hostility to unionism, internal and external pressure
mad8 the colonial administration to succumb to the

thedemands of/times. Hence in 1935, Markhan Singh formed
the Labour Trade Union. This Union which later changed
its name to L~bour Trade Union of East Africa, initia-
tad a strike against Nairobi Asian and EuropeBn buil-
ders and constructors in April and May 1937. "To
prevent all irresponsible agitators from causing trouble
among labour in the Colonv,"6 the colonial legi8-
lative council passed the trade union ordinance in

In substance, the ordinance required the
compulsory registration of trade unions as opposed to
the English voluntary practice of registrotiono To
this extent, we question the 'bona-fide 'of this legisl-
ation. The ordinance neither legalised peaceful
picketting nor protected unions from actions of tort •

•00.0/42
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Y~t the immunities we~B crucial if unions were to
undertake collective bargaining, having regard to the
economic structure in which unions were to operate.
That being the position of the 1937 Ordinance, we
take the view that it was half-hearted legislation and,
in the circumstances therefore, no strong workers
organisation could be formed. Yet, strong workers
organisation is one of the pre-requisites as we conCE-
ived of in our hypothesis of the irreduceable minima.
It therefore goes without saying that any trade union
having as its legal basis the 1937 ordinanace was
prone to gross governmental int~rvention and to that
extent could not achieve the legitimate objects. So
that when in the same year two trade unions were
r~gistered vizo East African Standard Union and the
East African Standard and Staff Union, they would not
effectively participate in collective bargaining. We
may therefore, sum up by saying that the impact of
this particular Ordinance had a neg~tive effect on the
time honoured practice of collectiVE bargaining.

In 1940, the English Parliament passed the
Colonial Development and Welfare Act, the purpose of
that act as stated was "to promote thE prosperity and
the happiness of the peoples in the colonial empire.HS

Under the te:rms of the act due to pressure from the
new labour government, funds were to be made available
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to finance the development of the colonies contingent
on the passage of protective trade union legislations.
It is arguable whether the demands of this act prompted
the colonial legislature to amend the 1937 trade union

9ordinance in 1940, by adding a new section, 3A imm8-

8e that as it may, both the 1940 amendment

diately after section 3, legalizing peaceful picko-
tting and in 1943 "to enact a Trade Union and Trade
Disputes Ordinance to repeal the 1937 Ordinance.lO

However, it is our view that the demands of the 1940
Colonial Development and Welfare Act made the
Colonial legislature to take the steps it did takE.

and the 1943 OrdinanCE in our view were half-hearted
legislations just as much as thu 1937 Ordinance.
T~is view is based on the fact that ~:lile the 1940
amendment only legalised peacDful picketting thus
leaving out immunities from oth8T torts, the 1943
Ordinance introduced no substantial changes necessary
for the protection of the existing trade unions in
their PQrsuit of coll~ctive bargaining. In a large
measure the 1943 Ordinance incoporated the half-
hearted provisions of the 1937 Trade UnionD Urdinance
as amended by the 19l1D Trade Unions (Amendment)
Ordinance. That being the position of the 19~3
Ordinanc8, we take the view that just as much as
the 1937 Ordinances provisions could not Qnhance the

0 ••• /44
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development of strong workers organisatidn so was
the 1943 ordinanc~. As we maintained in our hypoth-
esis that a strong workers organisation is crucial
to the effective working of the institution of colle-

ordinance
ctive bargain, to the extent that the 1943/rendered
no strong unions obtaining in Kenya to that extent
was collective bargaining robbed of substance.

Justice Holmes said, "A page of history is
11worth a volume of logic". Take section 5(1) of the

yees organisation could continue in existence without
ordinance for instance. It stipUlated that no emplo-

the approval of the registrar in writing as opposed
to the English voluntary nature of registration as
embodied in the 1875 Trade Union Act. Section 10 for
anoth~r gave the registrar the discretion to refuse
to registEr any trade union on various specified
grounds. By virtue of Section 11 (1) th8 registrar
could lawfully cancel the registration of any trade
union inter-alia that the certificate of registration
had be~n obtained by fraud or mistake, or that such
trade union has wilfully and aftcr the notice from the
registrar, violated any of the provisions of the ordi-
nance etc. Having regard to the fact that non regis-
tration amounted to an offence punishable by a fine
not exceeding £5 for each day it remained unregistered
under section 8(2), and further having regard to thG

••0./45
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fact that registration was at the discretion of the
registrar who was appointed by the government of
the day which government was antagonistic to the
development of strong unions, we can safely assert
that unions in existence could be expected to keep
a very low profile. Such unions in our view could
not effectively p&ticipate in collective barganining.

Registration apart, we shall still maintain
that given the definition of ~ trade dispute as embo-
died in the 1943 Ordinance, no strong unions could
be expected in this ere. Section 17, part II of
the Ordinance defined a trade dispute as:

"any dispute between the employers and workmen
or between workmen and worl$sn, which is
connected with~he employment ~r non employ-
ment or with the terms of the employment, or
with the conditions of labour of any person."

In the light of the above definition we submit rather
firmly that permissible union activity were confined
to a very limited range of economic objectives especially
those which are embraced within the narrowest defi-
nition of 'employment'. Excluded from the purview
and hence from the conferred legitimacy of the statute
are th~ union activities and purposes which are.
political or of such sweeping nature as to address
government policies and wage guidelines rather than
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specific job related aims and grievances. Given
the frustrating social milieu of this era such a
restriction amounted indirectlY~o the rejection of
the institution of collective bargaining, Since

in this era and a8 of now political and industrial
questions have been inextricably mixed up jn the industrial
combats that it needs a Solomon to distinguish one
from the other. As a matter of passing reference we
may note thEJt this restrictive definition of a trade
dispute as. embodied in the 1943 Ordinance have been
incoporated in the Trade Disputes Act 1965, Section

122. In this regard, we assert that the attitude
of the nationalist government towerds industrial
disputes is not different from that of the colonial
administration. In the circumstances, therefore, it
is small wonder that by 1943, there were only 10
unions registered in Kenya and most of them concentra-
ted in urban settings.l3 This meant that the agri-
cultural industry was not involved in the practice
of collective bargaining yet the industry accounted
for a very considerable labour force in this era.
Indeed it was not until 1958 that agricultural unions
began to sprout in Kenya. In numerical terms,. co11e-
ctive bargaining by 1943 was neglible since unions
were few.

The post-second world war period demonstrated
that the policy of restricting unions to solely economic
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goals would not succeed without further legis\tationo

Tile 1947 Mombasa gene~al strike invo~ving 15,000

suggest that matters of eco~omic nature could not be
African workers was the first major incident to

divorced from politics~ The economic demands of the
workers had political undertoneo This pavs homage
to the assertion that in Africa Trade Union Power in
the pre-independence era was derived from the partici-
pation in the politics of liberationo14 In 1949
therefore, the colonial legislature introduced amend-
ments to the 1943 Trade Union and Trade Disputes
Ordinanceo Section 3 of the 1949 amendment ordina-
nce enjoined trade unions registered before 20th

-reApril 1948 to apply for re/gistrationo This we believe
was a screening method. By section 5 if no application

rr.-
for/registration was made within one month from the
commencement of the crdin2nce by any trade union to
which the ordinance applied, the registrar had to
cancel the registrationo Cancelling of registration
meant that the trade union in question was not eligible
for protection under the Ordinanceo By virtue of
section 5, cancellation of registration was not subject
to appeal or calling for question in any court of lawo

The first trade union on which the 1949 amend-
ment squarely impinged on was the East Africa Trade
Union Congress (EATUC) formed by MarkhBnSingh in May
19490 The body was refused registration on the grounds
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that it was not 8 trade union as defined by the
relevant ordinance. However, this action did not
deter EATUC, it continued to function, arguing that
as a federation of trade unions, it was not legally
a trade union but a society. As such, registration
was not required. This was the correct legal position
Of a federation of trade unions under the English
law. The colonial administration aware of this law,
grudgingly allowed EATUC to function. In 1950 EATUC
championed the boycotting of celebrations accompa-
nying the granting of the Royal Charter to Nairobi
protesting against the'racial and anti-trade union
policies of the government'o The immediate reaction
of the colonial administration was to arrest Markhan
Si~gh and Fred Kubai, secretory and ~resident respe-
ctively of EATUC and charging them with being officers.
of an illegal trade union notwithstanding the English
legal position that a trade union federation is a
society and needs no registrationo To proteet against
the leaders arrest EATUC called a general strike
which paralysed all services in Nairobio The strike
was only defeated by a massive show of force. In the
same year a new Ordinance, the Essential Service
(Arbitration) was enacted.16 It is arguable whether
the 1950 strike prompted the enactment of this Ordinance.
However, we are of the view that it dido The aim of
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the ordinance as stated was to provide an arbitration
tribunal for the settlement of disputes in essential
serviceso Section 2 of the ordinance defined essential
services as menningo

'Services by whomsoever rendered and whether
rendered to the crown or to any other person~
which are mentioned in the schedule to this
ordinance, and any services so rendered which
the Governor shall at any time hereaftEr by
the notice in the Gazettee add to the schedule,'

The schedule included the usual six serviceso Later
in the year in pursuance of the powers conferred to
him under section 2, the Governor added three more
services to the essential services poolo In 1954,
pursuant to the same powers the Governor added another
four services to the scheduleo Part III of the Ordi-
nancE compulsory arbiJration was int~~ducEd to the
essential serviceso Thus by 1954 the principle of
compulsory arbitration had been extended to almost
all major industrieso It is not in dispute that every
government must legislate to ensure that the public
is protected from the consequences of work stoppages
especially in essential serviceso But what we are
saying is that when the essential services legislation
is extended to in~ludo almost all major industries,
we have grounds for asserting that the colonial admini-
stration was reluctant to accept, in practice, thetr
pronounced policy of encouraginhg free collective
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bargaining th~ough voluntary machinery. More
evidence of the government of the days reluctance to
accept collective bargaining is afforded by Part V
of the 1950 Ordinance. Section 17(1) of the said
Ordinance prohibited lockouts and strikes in
essential servicesc In our view this part of the
Ordinance attacked the very basisof the collective
bargaining institution.

As noted in our hypothesis, though- there is an
Orthodox conception of collective bargaining depar-
tures from this orthodox conception will be nece-
ssitated bV the dynamics of a given political system.
We hastened to add, however, that there is irreduceable
minima below which departures cannot depart, except
at the risk or stultifying the cnncept. In such
list of minima we included inter-alia the right to
strike. That noted, we proceed to argue that to the
extent that the 1950 Ordinance extended the principle
of compulsory arbitration to almost all major indust-
ries and went further to outlaw strikes in them, to
that extent did collective ba~gaining in the colonial
era lack credibility. One eminent scholar and one
eminent jurist support our view and we hereby take the
liberty to quote them. Otto Kahn-Freund the scholar
take the view that: ••• 0/51
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"If workers could not in the last resort,
collectively refuse to work, they cou~d not
bargain collectively~ The power of management
to shut down the plant (which 1a inherent in
the right of property) would not be matched
by a corresponding power on the side of labour
These are the ultimate sanctions without which
the bargaining power of the two sides woulu
lack 'credibility'. There can be no equilibr-
ium in industrial relations without a freedom
t 0 s t r i k e • 'i 1 '7

On Kahn-Freund's view we would hasten to add that,
in practice, a lockout has never played such an
important role in the labour relations as the strikes
since employers generally attempt to preserve the
status-quo not to change it. Hence a legislation such
as the 1950 Ordinance which prohibits both lockouts
and strikes, limits the activities of employees more
than those uf employers. So argued we may make a summ-
ation that an ordinance of 1950 nature therefore alters
radically, the equilibrium in industrial relations in
favour of the employer. In so doing collective bargai-
ning cannot be effectively pursued.
The juriot, Lord Wright toku the view thot,

"The right of workmen to strike is an essential
element in the principle of collective bargai-ningo,,1.B

The two views noted, we may safely conclude that up
to 1950 collective bargaining to us was not obtaining
in Kenya,.
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In 1952, the colonial legislature enacted a
943 d' 19new trade union ordinance repealing the 1 or InanCB.

It is arguable what prompted its enactment. However,
we take the view that the Mau-Mau rebellion in part
influenced its enactment. Some salient features of
the ordinance emerge from the analysis of its provi-
sions. Section 48 imposed strict control over union
finances. The registrar could inspect the books
of account, lists of members and other allied docu-
mente of registered trade unions at any timeo We
take the view that this provision was designed to
prevent trade unions sympathetic to the cause of
Mau-Mau rebellion from assisting the movement with
funds. Section 29 provided for all union executives
to be employees in the ~articular trad~ or industry
whose union they purported to represent. We take
the view that this provision was aimed at preventing
politicians whose political parties had been banned
due to the Mau-Mau rebellion from using unions as
vQhicles of protests against colonialism. But it had
also side effects with regard to the development of
strong unions. It meant a dearth of officers who
had both the requisite work background and a suffi-
cient level of literacy and sophistication. It
fragmented the limited skills and human resources
crucial to the viabilitv of trade unions. Section 16
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empowered the registrar to register a union immedia-

tely on application or to place the prospective union

on probation or alternatively to refuse to register

it altogether. Section 20 empowGred the registrar to

cancel registration or suspend it the grounds on which

he could do so were broad. We take the view that both

sections 16 and 20 fulfilled the duty of executive

control. The registrar could use them to screen and

eliminate unions which were deemed subversive by the

colonial administration.

On the totality of the evidence of the fore-

going, we may safEly conclude that the period up to

1952 was characterised by various legislative measures

designed to curtail economic and political trade uni-

onism alike. In the circumstances, the existing unions

could not effectively participate in collective

bargaining. Thus up to this period collective barga-

ining was existing in form rather than substance. All

the facets of the irreduceable minima vis-a-vis colle-

ctiVE bargaining as we hypothesised were impinged

upon by various legislations as shown. However, the

tide began to turn gradually with the outbreak of

Mau-Mau and as independence became less of a remote

possibility_
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, , 0The most importa~t developments ln the 5 !e

were: Firstly, thE entry of international firms in

the Kenyan industrial scen2. These firms conceived

rightl." that Ln t e r--aLd a bad Lndu at rLa L relations had

in part bean at the root nf f"lau··Maurebellion. Indeed

before the Mau-Mau Dutbrea~ labour and managmment

wore divided in racial lines. These firms wanted to

correct this picture they viewed collective bargain-

ing as a medium of co-existence fnr the two sides of

industriy could confront one anoth~r in their c~nven-

tional roles as management and labour and not as

B whiteman and a blackman.20 We take the view that

this was not a mere benovelent move on the part of

the international firms. The truth is that these firms

unlikp- the individual r.apitalists nf the pre-\50~~

envisaged a long span of existence of monopoly

capitalism. Seen in that light, industrial peaCE was

therefore a pre-requisite and collective bargaining

was the only medium through which it could be achieved.

Hence unlike the individual capitalists of the prG-

\50g~ who were leant on the extreme exploitation of

Africans wage labour, uncompromising with employees

or their representatives, except in times of strikes

or protests, these firms were ready t~ discuss wages

and c~nditions of work. Secondly, the entry of inter-

national firms on the Kenya industrial scene, entailed
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the concentration of 2mployment into large industrial

units which leant itself to the organisation of
21trade unions at unprecedented level.

Pursuant to the demands of monopoly capitalism,
the international firms laid the groundwork fOr

collective bargaining properly so called. Firstly,

they set to establish a local employer organisation.

Thus emerged in 1956 the Association of Commercial

and Industrial Employers (A.C.I.E.). From its birth

ACIE accepted in principle the practice of collective

bargaining. Since the presence of trade unions is

crucial to the working of the institution of collective

bargaining, ACIE paid considerable attention to union

growth. The type of union which was in the best

interest of monopoly capitalism had to be forced on

the trade unions. But in order that the structure of

the union and the machinery of settling disputes should

not appear to be imposed the ACIE deemed that it appear

like an agreed programme. To this end on 22nd November,

1957 ACIE's joint consultation report was laid before

KFL under the chairmanship of the Minister for Labour.

Most of the issues were agreed on except for demar-

cation of spheres of operation of various unions.

However, a demarcation agreement was drafted on May,

1958. Apart from minor exceptions the May 8th demar-

cation agreement embodied the principle of industry

wide unions. It set precise limitations on the ••• /56
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scope of the unions already in existence and, more.
important, called for the creation of other unions
with carefully delimited sphere F0, influenCE. Conse-
quent upon this 10 major unions emerged in Kenya.

Meanwhile not to be outdone, steps were taken
by the ACIE to organise employers into industry wide
associations. The basic purpose for EO doing being
to present 8 united front of the employer in an
industry to the united front which the corresponding
±tade union present in negotiation over wages and
terms of serviCE. To this end the group organisation
committee was formed. The committee sub-divided
private industry into some thirty categories each
qualified for the formation of an employer association.
Next, leading firms were urged to pio~eer association
within their own jurisdictiion. The leading firms
were then prevailed upon to organise the smaller
campanieso Apart from this, the ACIE was also engaged
in negotiation over the formatiion of a colony-wide
federation with the Mombasa and Coast Province Employers
Association. This was finally accomplished in 1959
and the merger of the two bodies was named the Fede-
ration of Kenya Employers (FKE) which was formally
registered under the societies ordinance on 1st of
January 1959. The creation of a colony-wide federation
considerably strengthened the efficiency and the scope
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of the employers move~ent. In a more united front,
the FKE turned its attention to establishing ground

22ru18s for collective bargaining. As Amsden aptly

puts it,

"When the jousts of collective bargaining
were about to begin in the late '50s, the
structural characteristics of the players
had been determined and the rules governing

I the behaviour of each team established."23 •

By the end of 1963 roughly 150 collective agreements
were being drafted each year, man V of which embraced
larger number of firms. Approximate1v 60% of all
employees within the private industrial sector (or
100,000 workers) were covered by collective bargaining
agreement.24 While a predominantly African unions
existed in 1956, approximately 30 unions were operative
by 1962. Negotiations were also under way in the
plantations. While union membership totalled 17,000
in 1956, it reached 100,000 by 1963.25
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The foregoing Chapter sets the stage for the

discussion of collective bargaining in the post-

colonial Kenya context. By 1963 the i~stitution

of collective bargaining had fully gained root in

Kenva 'inter-alial organised labour, a pre-condition

for the effective working of the institution,was

strong enough to negotiate. yet too strong did the

institution of collective bargaining threaten to

become that control of the unions became a political

necessity. To this end, the nationalist government

have 'inter-alia' employed legislative measures. We

conceive of our task in this chapter as that of analy-

sing the impact which these legislative measures have

had on collective bargaining. As 'a priori' conclusion

we assert that the legislative measures to which union

activity have been subjected in past-colonial Kenya

have had the effect of limiting the Unions to economic

matters - to mere bread and butter issues. Lik8 in

the colonial era, the effect of the nationalist gover-

nments legislative measures have been such as to

weaken the standing of the Unions trem~ndously.

We may observe as 0 matter of passing reference

that the logic behind the nationalist governments'
action li2s in the marrying of intel~8ts between
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them and foreign capitel - the majority investment
1in Kenya. This pays homage to Mohiddin's assertion

that independence was granted on the boois of the

continuation of the system and not its destruction.2

Indeed as independence became less of a remote possi-

bility, the pow~rs-that-be coopted the nationalists

into the socia-economic structure which they had built·-

embryonic capitalism. They conceived rightly that this

class, given political authority, would be e bulwark

in the preservation of the embryonic capitalism and

the Europeans interest in it. Hence the nationalist

were handed the reigns of power on that understanding.

The nationalist government came to accept their role

as guardians of the colonial society and developers

of existing socio-economic structure. The most alte-

ration they conceive is that of integrating part of the
ce

African popula/ inthe structure and of preventing the
3rest from eltering the status-quo. In this they have

found opponents in the trade unions.

As Chapter two reveals, the low wages and mise-

rable conditions of service provided the context in

which African unions emerged. The colonial regime and

the European employers had been the co-architects of

this frustrating social milieu. Naturally, in the

post-colonial Kenya, the Unions expected tremendous

0 ••• /60
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to promQte the economic lot of their memberso In

this the trade unions have been by and large disa-

The late Tom Mboya, the Minister mostly closely

ppointep.o They have realised that the employers who

yesterday were the arch-supporters of the colonial

regime are today the colleagues of the nationalist

governmento In support of this assertion empirical

evidence is hereby summoned.

associated with organised labour. clearly articulated

the nationalist government's stand in a 1964 paper

entitled, 'Trade Unions and Development'o With

respect to wage increases, Mboya called upon unions

to recognise the public interest in capital formation

and social equality which might conflict with the

immediate economic interests of workers.

"If unions concentrate too much upon the
wage interest, they may end up by producing
a new elite of paid workers, as against the
poorer self-employed peasant farmerso"4

He recommended that instead the primary objective of

union leaders should be to increase the size of the

total economic pie rather than to seek a larger slice

of the existing pie for its members. Finally, Mboya

appealed to unions to desist from strike action and

instead dedicate themselves to increasing production

for the good of all. He hinted that if unions did

not co-operate voluntarily with the governmentB pleas,

they might be forced to do sOo 0 ••• /61
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With a view to showing the context in which

Mboya articulated the governmentls expectations,

once again we summon empirical evidence of the atmos-

phere that pervaded the Kenya industrial scene

prior to the introduction of legal constraints by

the nationalist government. The years 1960 and 1962

were p5rticularly marked by industrial unrest. In

1960, out of a total of 756,806 manday's lost in the

private sector, 637,933 were accounted for by the

agricultural industry.5 The effects of these

strikes on Kenya's economy in that year can best

be appreciated in the light of the small size of

the modern sector labour force in a predominantly

ag 1'icu 1tu ra I e co nornv , In 1962, the numbe r 0 f mandav's

lost were greater than the cumulative record for 1948-
59.h In the circumstances industrial peace was there-

fore deemed necessary. To this end, a series of con-

ferences were convened between Kenya Federation of

Labour and the Federation of Kenya Employers under

Mboya's Chairmanship. The result of these me8tings

was the 'Industrial Relations Charter' 196a. Essent-

ially, the charter was a statement of faith by the

government and the two sides of industry to relieve

tension 80 as to allow for economic reconstruction.

Thus as KANU swept into office in 1963, it brought

with it the 'Industrial Relations Charter'o
oon/62
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We take the view that the charter was a fiasco. With

a view to buttressing the argument we once again

summon empirical evidence. In 1963 there were 283

strikes. In 1964, there were 231 strikes. In 1965

there were 186 strikes.7 Consequent upon the indus-

trial actions, the government released "Sessional

Paper No. 10 of 1965." After enumerating the detri-

mental effects of the strikes on the economy, the

paper went on to advocate legislation providing for
\

the 'compulsory arbitration of major issues not

resolved through the regular bargaining process.'

Further, the paper noted that 'special legislation may

be needed in sensitive industries to avoid the economic

paralysis that could result from work stoppages in

thEse areas.'

Pursuant to the suggestions embodied in the

1965 White paper, the nationalist government enacted,
8

firstly, the Trade Disputes Act 1965 and amended it

in 1971.9 Secondly in 1967 the Trade Union Act was

enacted.lO Last but not least in 1974, the President

of the republic promulgated a decree outlawing strikes

throughout the country. It is the impact of these

legislations and the decree on collective bargaining
chapter

that this / sets out to examine. To this end we

reiterate our stand as noted in Chapter Two that there

is an irreduceable minima for the effective working
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of the institution of collective bargaining. To us,
this minima is constituted by one, the right to
strike, two, limitation of state intervention to the
task of setting m in-Lmum , for instance, in the case
of wages, not maximums, and three a strong workers
organisation. This minima, we maintain constitutes

.. 11the core of collective bargalnlng.

Our stand noted, we proceed to show the impact
of the 1965 Trade Disputes Act on the core of colle-
ctive bargaining. Section 4 of the ordinance provi-
des:

'Any dispute, whether existing or apprehended
may be reported to the Minister, by or on
behalf of any party to the dispute."

By virtue of section 5, the Minister, having been so
informed may undertake to (1) accept or reject the
report, (ii) refer the matter back to the parties,
(iii) effect conciliation according to pre-existing
machinery, (iv) cause an investigation, (v) appoint
a person or a body of persons to commence concilia-
tion procedure (section 6), or recommend the referral
of the matter to the industrial court (sections 9-11),
the awards of which are to become:

"an implied term of every contract of employ-
ment between the employers and the employees
to whom the2ward relates ••• (and hence enfor-
ceable) (Sections 10(6».
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Most significant is, however, Part IV, 'Adherence to
Agreements and Awards;, which declares sympathetic
strikes and lockouts to be illegal (sections 19-21)
and confers on the Minister the power to declare cer-
tain strikes and lockouts to be illegal when he is
of the opinion that settlement machiner~ has not

been exh8usted or that the dispute hOG been the
subject of a settlement or an award (section 20)

Being of the view that the right to strike is
an essential element in the principle of collective
b .. 12argalnlng, we re-assert our argument in Chapter
3 that to the extent that Part IV of the 1965 Act
outlaws especially strikes to that extent has colle-
ctive bargaining institution ~ been robbed of sub-
stJnCG. We hasten t~ add that the wpparently
equal handed treatment of the unions and employers
in part IV by imposition of equ~l limitation upon
the proscription of both lockouts and strikes is
illusoryo As argued in Chapter 3 a lockout has never
played such an important role in the labour relations
as the strike since employers generally attempt to
preserve the status-quo not to change ito Hence the
carefully preserved balance of effective bargaining
has been radically altered in favour of the employers.
Moreover, if a strike is the only most potent weqpon
of the unions, a lockout is only one and not necessarily
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the most effective device in the armoury that includes

court action, police suppression and termination of

strikers' services as embodied in Part IV which sets

out the penalties for contravention of the Act.

Part V of the Act further limits industrial

••• add only service to, or delete any service
from, the first schedule to this Act .00 and
may specify any .particular undertaking 0.0

as an essential serviceo (Section 34(1)).

action in the "Essential Services" and permits the

Minister by notice in the Gazettee to:

The Act further extended the list of essential services

by five and provided that the Labour Minister could

refer a trade dispute in essential services to arbi-
13

trBtion by the industrial courto This provision,

we submit, is reminiscent of the 1950 'Essential

Services (Arbitration) Ordinance and has the same

effect as that ordinanceo Finally the negative effect

of the 1965 Act arquably lies in the vesting of the

Labour Minister with broad discretionary powerso

Although the Ministers decisions are appeleable to the

High Court, nonetheless, by concurrence or denial, by

abstention or delay he may influence the outcome of the
dispute.14

15The Trade Disputes (Amendment) Act, passed in

to strike. One of the amendments expanded the

July 1971 embodied further restrictions on the right
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definition of 'Strike! to include 'go-slows', while
another narrowed the definition of what was' acceptable

16'trade disputes'. The Act extended the 'cooling
off' period of strike noticE.17 Our stand on the
right to strike is well known and the arguments for
it alike. We may add that the 1971 amendment further
weakened the employees bargaining power.

However, the most important part of the 1971

amendment lies in that part which deals with the
implementation of income policy. 18 In its
'Development Plan 1970-74, the government had annou-
nced its intention to secure a 'just distribution
of national income' through the regulation of urban
wages. This was to be accomplished by requiring that

be81: collective bargain~~g agreements/~~proved and
registered by a reconstituted industrial courto This
body was to decide whether increases in wages and
fringe benefits were justified on the basis of the
guidelines established by a committee of the cabinet.
The 1971 amendment incoporated the proposals contained
in the 'Development Plan 1970-74, except that the
guidelines for the industrial court were to be issued
by the Minister for Finance instead of 8 Cabinet
Committee. Up to 1972 the provisions of the income
policy had not" come into operation. The delay was
partly as a result of complexity of machinery for •••/67
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fixing wages and prices. But by 1973 the machinery

was already established and in operation.19 This,

we submit, has gravely restricted the scope of

collective bargaining in Kenva.

The Industrial Court procedure has been criti-

cized to a large moasure. The critics argue that

with the Ministry of Labour required to guide all

deadlocked disputes through the statutory machinery

and the consequent increase in the Ministry's workload,

there is a proportionately increased tolerance for

extended period of negotiation between the parties

before extensive involvement on the part of the

Ministry. They add that with an increasing caseload

in the industrial court, there is addition to the

duration of the pendency of Industrial disputeso 50

that when a no strike obligation becomes mandatory

the unions come to lose some of their bargaining

power. They continue to argue that this is more

true where management and workers understand that a

lengthy period for negotiation, conciliation and

hearing will precede any change in the items bargained

foro In these circumstances, they assert, the unions

may be tempted to accept much less than they demand.

It is arguable whether the lengthy pre-settlement pro-

cedures before the 'right to strike' may be exercised
.o./SB
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(if ever), curtail the unions bargaining powor

without any comparable reduction upon the leverage

exercised by the managemento20 In agreement with
view

the critics, we take the / that given the economic

strengths of the two sides of industry, the lengthy

pre-settlement procedure does curtail the unions

The Trade Union Act 1967 is yet another legis-

bargaining power to the advantage of managemento

1ation which limits the scope of collective bargaining

in Kenya.21 In this respect the definition of 'trade

un i on ! , I trade dispute I and \strikel LInder the Act is

held culpab1eo We observe as a matter of passing

reference that the 1967 Trade Union Act in so far as

it defines 'trade un Lo n ! , 'trade dispute' and 'strike'

is a repl iCB 0 f the 19L 3 Trade Un ion E.'-ldT ra de Dispute

Ordinanceo As the arguments pointing the limitation

of these definition on collective bargaining have been

pursued in Chapter 3 in relation to the 1943 Ordinance

we feel a further attempt to reiterate them would be

repetitious and therefore humbly refer our readero

That noted, we proceed to discuss specific s8ctions

that are equally deemed culpable.

Section 16(1) of the 1967 Act vests the Registrar

of Trade Unions with broad powers. There are nine grounds

on which the Registrar may cancel the registration of
.000/69
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any union on anyone of the specified groundso Appeal
from the Registrar's decision is to the High Court
(Section 18)0 However, the heart of the 1967 Act is
found in Sections 22-25, which enumerated the rights
and liabilities of registered trade unionso Any
union not registeed or has its registration cancelled
is ineligible to enjoy any of the rights, immunities
or privileges of a reg~stered union but is subject to
liabilitieso In this respect the major difference
between the Trade Union Act of Kenya and the English
Trade Union Act, 1871 is manifest. Under the English
Act registration was voluntary and unregistered
unions were eligible for privileges and immunities
afforded by the Act. While under the Kenya Act, regi-
stration is the I sin e ttJ a non i 0 f a ur: :.0 ns ve ry
existenceo In consequence of the importance of a
decision concerning eligibility for registration under
the Kenyan Act, the broad discretionary powers of the
Registrar became that much more important as a means
of exercising executive control. Section 16(1) above
have been used to disqualify unions which have, arguably,
political purposeso Thus the dispute over international
affiliation between rival unions allegedly representing
Eastern bloc nations (the Kenya Workers' Congr~S8) 8nd
the United States sypathizers (the Kenya Federation of
Labour), led to the dGrcgiotrction of both the Unions,
the detention of the supposedly left-leaning le8ders,22 and

000/70
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the creation of (cotu), the constitution for which
was drawn by the Attorney-General on the basis of
recommendations made by a presidentially-mandated
Ministerial Commission. In ttie circumstanc28 unions
and their officials keep very low profilE, though
on intermittent occasions cases of unions pressing
militantly for workers demands are not uncommon.
In our view occasional unions militant oratory is an

Iindicator of th~ir frustration and are really desi-
gned to win the confidence of the rank and file whose
financial and personal support enable the national and
union leaders to stay in office.

Lost but not least, the 1974 ~residential decree
outlawing strikes in the whole country was the death
knRll to the instituti~n of collectiv' bargaining
having regard to our stand that the right to strike
is the 'ultimate weapon' of union power. The 1965
Trade Disputes Act did not completely outlaw strikes,
though sympathetic strikes were outlawed. What this
m8sns is that a union could strike after exhausting
the machinery laid down by the Act. While agreeing
that after 1965 a strike was unlikely event in
industrial relations in Kenya, concomitently we assGrt
that it was a life-line which the unions could count
on however remote the possibility. So that when the

•••/71
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1974 Presidential decree completely outlawed strikes,
the unions bargaining power were by and large affected
and with this the effective collective bargaining.
We may only surmise that in post 1974, the insti-
tution of collective bargaining will only remain in
form rather than substance.
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CON C L U 5 ION

In our study we procReded on the hypothesis that
the impact of trade union legislations have been such
as to render collective bargaining in pre-independencE
and post-independence KenV6 non-existent. In the
alternatiave, we argued, the institution of colle-
ctive bargaining existed in pre-independence era,
or exists in Kenvp by 1974, then it was in form
rather than substance.

With a view to proving our hypothesis we
conceived of collective bargaining in two perspectives-
orthodox and liberal. In the former context we
conceived of it as a process whereby employers and
trade unions estBblish p.mployment standards through
the free play of bArQal~ing strengths, with ultimate
recourse to strikes, barring the intervention of third
parties, ~r the law. On the other hand, in the liberal
context we conceived of collectivE bargaining as
allowing for departures from the orthodox view in
the interest of the dynamics of our political system.
But we hastened to add that there ought to be an
irreduceable minima below which departures cannot depart,

ng
except at the risk of stultifyi/the concept. To
us, we argued, this irreduceable minima constitutes
the core of collective bargaining. In any such list
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of the irreduceable minima we included, one, the
right to strike, two, a strong wor~r8~rganisation
and three a limitation of state intervention to the
task of setting minimums eogo in the case of wages
and not maximums.

We then superimposed the above thesis on the
various trade union legislations. In the colonial era,
as chapter 3 reveals, neither the orthodox conception
of collective bargaining nor the liberal existed.
The orthodox did not exist because the state intervened
as a third party at times openly intimidating the
trade unions and their officials. Strikes were
banned in all essential services and almost all major
industries we brought under the industrial services
pool. Furthur, compuJsory abltratior was introduced
in essential services. In effect the free play of
bargaining strengths was ousted by legislation. In
this regard the 1950 essential services abitration
ordinance is held culpable. The liberal did not
exist either, because the irreduceable minima was
taken away by legislations. There were no strong
workers organisation. In this respect the regist.ration
requirement as demanded by the 1937, 1943, 1949 and
1952 Trade Union ordinances are held culpable. The
wide discretionary powers vested with the registrar
to cancel or register trade unions in this era was an
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executive control of the emergence of strong unions.
In the circumstances existing unions were docile and
this was inimical to effective collective bargaining.
The strike weapon was also ousted by legislation in
almost all major industrieso Without strike weapon
there can be no equilibrium in the industrial relations
and the unions are rendered weak. This was the
true position in the colonial era. The government of
the day did not use the law to only setting minimums
in the cases of wages but extended it to suppress
even union officials at times ending in imprisonment
or deportationo

In the independence era, neither the orthodox
conception nor the liberal conception of collective
bwrgaining exists. T~.e orthodox doe~ not exist because
the state intervenes as a third party at times culmi-
nating in the detention of union officials considered
to be 'subversive' in the contemplation of the exe-
cutiveu Sympathetic strikes were outlawed by the
1965 Trade Disputes Act, while oth~r strikes remained
more of a remote possibility. In 1974, the ~residential
decree outlawed strikes altogether. Compulsory arbi-
tration was introduced in the schedule of Essential
Services. In effect there is no free play of bargai-
ning strength as there is limited voluntary dispute
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settlement machinery. The workers organisation is
also weak. A case in point is the Central Organisation
of Trade Unions (COTU). The Governing Council of COTU
is not only composed of the highest ranking officers
of the organisation but also a representative of the
I~enya Government in the person of the Permanent Secre-
tary, Ministry of Labour or his representative acting
in an advisory capacity. The top executives of CCTU
are appointed by the President of the Republic of
Kenya from a panel of not more than three names
submitted by the Governing council for each post after
selection by secret ballot. The President may revoke
all or any of the appointments of the Secretary-
General, the Deputy Secretary-General and the Assistant
Secretary-General. Th~ foregoing apayt, given the
history and structure of COTU as well as the degree
of control exercised over some of its primary functions,
the federation cannot be regarded as autonomus-
In the words of Gilmore Ll~a

"The problem is compounded by the fact that the
Government not only represents the interests
of the puople of Kenya, with the public service
constituting nearly one-half of all registered
employees in Kenya. It may appear contradictory
to the philosophy of trade unions that tho nations
largest employer has a seat in the~national
labour federation's council chamb~rs and has the
right, among others, to select and remove that
body's leadership".

With th~ forogoing 8u8motion we rest DeBured thot our
hypothesis hos b~8n proved.


